What is webeyeCMS and
why do I need it?

webeyeCMS recognises the critical importance
of alarm delivery
It is a unique cloud system designed to make
sure you are informed if an alarm is triggered invaluable if you are responsible for security or
people’s safety!
If you need to know, you need webeyeCMS.
Until now it has been expensive to buy reliable and trustworthy alarm
delivery because you have had to pay for someone to sit behind a screen at
a monitoring station to inform you of any alarm. Instead you now have the
option to pay only a small monthly fee to receive an intelligent system that
automatically handles and processes alarms via the cloudthen delivers
alerts and/or short videos directly to your own, or to any numberof
colleagues or friends mobile device or computer. 
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The system incorporates the patented PADARC (Progressive Alarm
Delivery And Alarm Response Confirmation) with unprecedented checks
and balances which sets the industry benchmark for fail-safe alarm
delivery. Should any part of the delivery fail it is programmed to bypass
the fault and move to an unprecedented number of back-up systems to
ensure you receive the alert. webeyeCMS is fully audited so you know
when and who has answered the alert. Given that many a larms could
potentially be life-threatening it could also be foolish to just rely on “Send
and Forget” type technologies such as email or SMS.

Global Product & Service Awards 2015. Best Cloud Security Software: WebeyeCMS

Monitored security that puts you in control.
webeyeCMS works in the same way as a monitoring station but uses industry
leading automation to call and alert you directly, so it is you who can identity if it
really is an intruder. The system records and notes all action and will keep trying
until you acknowledge the call.
Key features
Alerts and video

Depending on which system you choose. webeyeCMS sends a
notification and short video clip of any intrusion directly to your smart
phone or browser. You can also choose as many colleagues, family or
friends as you like to receive your alerts.
The world’s fastest response

Speed is of the essence to catch the criminal. For example, with our
residential system, an alert only takes 3 seconds to reach your smart
phone if an alarm is triggered.
Cloud storage

All events are stored and video events can be viewed for up to 6 years
if required.
Full monitoring 24/7, 365 days a year

We’ve fully automated the alarm receipt, alarm handling and alerting
process arguably making the role of some traditional monitoring
stations redundant. We’re not limited by human alarm operator
capability or errors thus making us more efficient and reliable.
Full audit trail

webeyeCMS keeps a record of any alarm alert. Your alarm history can
be accessed though either the browser or from your handset. The
browser version has a full audit trail because it not only tells you when
an alarm was sent but also who viewed it.
100%

100% reliability*

Large multi-national companies now benefit from webeyeCMS.
Testament to the reliability and efficiency of the system. In the years
we’ve been developing and operating webeyeCMS we’ve never had a
total system failure.

* To date of publication 2017.

Unique
webeyeCMS is the world’s first fully automated and managed professional monitoring
solution - it takes over the role of people in a monitoring station by automating the
alarm receipt, handling and alerting process.
Reliable
webeyeCMS is a reliable and efficient method to deliver alarms directly to the
stakeholder meaning the process avoids any costly false alarms. It can bypass
the expense of a traditional m
 onitoring station but it also avoids the unreliability
and weak security of a self-monitored app.
Efficient
webeyeCMS is the key to a more robust and efficient security program whether for
business o r the home. Integrate it with any of our sensor activated security systems
and webeyeCMS is the ideal security solution and all you need to receive the alarm
is a browser or mobile device. Unique to webeye, the complete alarm process is tracked
and audited and because the solution is infinitely scalable we can deliver to an unlimited
amount of devices, so when we know, you know.
For total security and reassurance in the commercial or
residential sector webeye is the complete package.

No expensive infrastructure
Just integrate into a webeyeCMS
enabled sensor activated
security system.

Visit www.webeyecms.com
Contact us on

0115
714 9990
or email sales@vdomain.co.uk

No software required
All the amazing stuff sits
on the cloud.

No dedicated receiving
equipment
Notifications are received on your
own computer or mobile device.

